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Fuck My Wife: naughty sex stories from a married couple into the swinging scene This is a
collection of short stories based on real life events of married couple, Mick and Louise Taylor.
Happily married for over eight years, their sex life had always been exciting and varied but
what Mick wanted most was to watch his wife with another man. He joins Fabswingers and
over-night his inbox is full with messages from horny men desperate to join them. On their
sexual adventures Mick experiences mixed feelings of jealousy and sexual gratification as he
watches the women he loves more than anything else in this world having the time of her life
with well-hung men and soon realizes that Louise secretly loves their newswinging lifestyle as
much – if not more than him. ***WARNING this collection of stories is not intended for
anyone under eighteen years of age. It contains extreme strong adult language and explicit Hot
Sexual Content. Not for the weak hearted!
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